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1. Executive summary

1.1 Corporate objectives and operating model

The Corporation is on a journey towards its vision to drive greater value for customers/ community 
I owner and mandating major sustainable shifts towards being safer, lower cost and lower 

environmental impact. The corporate objectives align to the vision and the Corporation is seeking 

significant stretch on many of these (e.g. cost, safety, greenhouse gas emissions, land clearing, 
supply shortage water restrictions, aboriginal employment). At the same time as achieving these 

uplifts, the Corporation is seeking to broadly sustain its high levels of performance on the other 
objectives (e.g. water interruptions). 

The operating model has been designed to enable our vision and will achieve: 

• Focus on the customers' requirements to drive our decisions rather than individual organisation
requirements;

• Effective decision making to achieve one agenda across the Corporation in alignment of group
and corporate objectives;

• Align end-to-end processes across the whole business;

• Clear accountabilities; and

• Enable systems and technology to support the provision of the water production and
wastewater treatment operations, maintenance, asset management and minor works
associated with major treatment plants, dams, bores and trunk mains (major pipes from
sources to reservoirs) {P& T Services).

1.2 Aroona Alliance 

The integrated alliance was established to provide the P&T Services. The reference to 

integrated alliance indicates a significant number of personnel are contributed to the alliance by the 

Corporation. 

Aroona P& T Pty Ltd is an unincorporated joint venture between 

Aroona is delivering against the original alliance objectives. However, the efficiency gains are 
diminishing and there are some emerging concerns regarding the long term management I data 

insight on the assets. 

1.3 The need for change 

The current alliance does not fully align with the new operating model and is limited in several key 

aspects of the new model: 

• Does not enable full integration of the end to end processes within the Corporation, which is a
key requirement of the operating model;
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• Is limited in its ability to enable a consistent whole of business approach to operations and
maintenance (in conjunction with regional operations) and provide integrated customer and
stakeholder management;

• As a third party in the contractual arrangement does not permit a 'frictionless' application of
objectives to align the business and set simple clear accountabilities closer to the asset. In
addition, the contractual arrangement does not allow the asset management process to be
'data enabled' to drive performance and aligned for future digitisation as separate systems are
being maintained rather than a single common system;

• Has a current focus on shorter term asset management and operating costs rather than the

whole of life investment approach required by our vision;

• Reduces integration of process accountability and increases management and governance

inhibiting the Corporation's ability to manage safety, environment, customer alignment and
stakeholder management; and

• Reduces the ability of the Corporation to amalgamate P& T Services with water treatment and
wastewater treatment across the State. This limits the ability to share knowledge across the
complex treatment plants and re-build internal capability.

1.4 Options assessment 

The Corporation undertook an assessment to determine the likely applicable delivery options 

available to the Corporation for the Aroona scope of work. Four delivery options were considered: 

No. Delivery option 

1 In-source all services 

2 Extend the term of the current integrated alliance Aroona with two Non-owner Participants {NOPs) 

3 Integrated alliance with one technical and operations expert, like 1111 to focus on driving asset
performance 

4 Group metropolitan production and treatment assets and Perth Seawater Desalination Plant (PSDP) 
and create a new alliance with 1111 

Table 1 -Aroona delivery options 

Through the options assessment, option 1 provides greater alignment with the operating model 

principles and corporate objectives than the other options considered. 

The in-sourced model would provide the opportunity for a holistic approach to regional and 

metropolitan service provision, including all water treatment and wastewater treatment assets, and 

centralised State-wide operational analytics and control. 

The in-sourced model would deliver significant value to the Water Corporation: 

Water cycle approach - over the last decade we have been at the forefront of responding to the 
impacts of climate change by introducing new and more complex water treatment technologies 
such as water recycling and desalination. To ensure we continue to provide climate resilient 
services to our customers, we are broadening our business even further by taking a fully integrated 
water cycle approach. This means moving away from the traditional linear water utility operating 
model of separate water, wastewater and drainage services and bringing these together to provide 
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end to end value to customers. This approach will also ensure that social and environmental 
benefits are maximised throughout operations. In-sourcing Aroona, which operates some of our 
most critical water treatment and wastewater treatment facilities, is an essential step in building a 
more holistic approach to service delivery across the whole water cycle. 

Building people capability - throughout our operations, we are seeing technology and treatment 
plants become more and more advanced as we look to access a wider range of water supply 
options and provide improved customer and environmental outcomes. To support this ever 
expanding portfolio of complex assets, and to provide the necessary innovation to guide our future 
operations, we need to build and maintain a high-level of capability in-house rather than rely on 
expertise sitting outside our business in separate entities. lnsourcing Aroona will enable us to 
consolidate and build our capability and create an integrated State-wide water treatment centre of 
expertise to support our complex treatment facilities across all areas of our operations. In-sourcing 
also positions the Water Corporation to have full ownership and control over the long term 
innovation processes that impact planning, future investments and risk 

Clear line of sight and governance - managing integrated alliances through a contractual 
relationship inevitably introduces additional complexity into our operations and potentially 
introduces a risk of conflicting objectives. A key aspect of our new operating model is the need for 
absolute clarity in pursuit of our new objectives and consistency across our operations in our 
approach to achieving these. In-sourcing Aroona will simplify our service delivery model and 
ensure we have a direct line of sight from our objectives to our customers across the entire scope 
of our value chain. Greater direct control over the delivery of operations and maintenance State
wide will also provide improved consistency, transparency and learning opportunities across the 
full span of our operations. 

1.5 Qualitative risk assessment 

The qualitative risk assessment demonstrates there are no unmanageable risks associated with 

the preferred option 1. The key risks relate to the requirement to re-establish core competencies 

for process and treatment assets and challenges attracting the right resources into the future. 

The primary mitigation measures for these risks focus on strong leadership, development of staff 

and Key Performance Indicators (KPls) to drive performance and the establishment of strong 

outreach efforts with external organisations to access best practices. 
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1.7 Form of delivery option and transition 

The Corporation has undertaken analysis of two options; acquire the Service Company legal entity 

or create a new Business Unit within the Corporation. Both options are valid. 

It is recommended that the employees are transitioned to the Corporation as a new Business Unit. 

This will be less likely to cause disruption to customer service and enable the Corporation to build 

a 'one or anisation' culture with all staff treated equitabl 

The Corporation has undertaken analysis of the activities required to implement the preferred 

delivery option and determined these could be delivered over a six month timeframe. A qualitative 

risk assessment of the transition has been completed to identify key risks and mitigation measures. 
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2. Water Corporation vision, corporate objectives and operating
model

2.1 Corporate vision and objectives

The Corporation has developed its vision to drive greater value for customers / community / owner 
and mandating major sustainable shifts towards being safer, lower cost and lower environmental 
impact: 

Lowest total 
C:>St 

Safe fo· all 

customers, 
community 

and owner 

Lowest 
env1ro1mental 

1mp.1ct 

Figure 1 - Corporation"s vision 

The corporate objectives align to the vision and the Corporation is seeking significant stretch on 

many of these (e.g. cost, safety, greenhouse gas emissions, land clearing, supply shortage water 
restrictions, aboriginal employment). At the same time as achieving these uplifts, the Corporation is 
seeking to broadly sustain its high levels of performance on the other objectives (e.g. water 

interruptions). The corporate objectives are shown in Table 2 below: 

Category I Objective

Safety Our people and the community want our products, assets and operations to be safe 
for all, as no one should suffer harm from our business. 

Cost Our customers and Government want us to deliver services they value, at the 
lowest whole of life cost, whilst keeping bills affordable and contributing back to the 
State. 

Environment Our community and Government want our operations to protect and enhance the 
ecosystems they value because they want them to be secure for future 
generations. 

Customer Experience Our customers want services and products that sustain their lifestyle or business 
without fuss (ease). 

Support for community Our community and the government want us to help improve West Australian 
and State communities and businesses. 

Table 2 - Corporate objectives 
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2.2 Operating model 

The Corporation has developed a new operating model to enable our vision and achievement of 

our objectives. Key elements of the design include clear corporate objective setting, and stronger 
feedback loops for in-service asset maintenance and operation so planning and implementing are 

aligned to best meet corporate goals and daily asset realities. Figure 1 shows the features of the 

Corporation's operating model. 

Design 
Principle 

Alignment

• Central objectives setting lo 
ahgn business 

► Core value pull on data and 
technology for performance @ 

► New assets separate from 
\'-l:,l, ex,sbng for new paradigm 

• Simple clear accountabilities 
doser to the asset 

• Aligned processes for 
Mure d1grtalisation 

,. • Centralised innovation 
Frictionless Data Enabled Innovation funcbon to embed agile 

Preferred enterprise operating model 

,._ lOflOtaml Y'I � ...... 

Set corporate 
objectives 

• 

Plan, Design and Deliver New Assets 

Operations & Maintenance (Plan and Deliver, Geographic/asset segmented) 

Serve the Customer and the Community 

Corporate Services 

• Set Corporate 
Objectives aligns the 
business by sending 

clear perform;ance 
direction ;1nd risk 
tolerance signals 

• New Assets sepilrilt@ 
from O&M to drive 

innovation to new Wilter 
tech paradigm (e.g. 

small scale recycling). 
Better value from plan 

and delivery, with 
sustaining capital 
solutions traded 

• 0 

through the business to 
drive best value for 

customers against O&M for TotEx 

Figure 2 - Corporation's operating model 

O&M Planning and 
Delivery .ue empowered 

to make decisions 
closer to customers 

and assets. with the 
.1bility to .1djust medium
tum plans to improve 

outcomes 

Serve the Customer .lnd 
Community maintains il 

similar integr.1ted 
model to today to 

continue improvements 
in customer experience 

The operating model has been developed to facilitate the following outcomes: 

Corpor.1te Services will 
be accountable for 

delivering the required 
servic•s to th• cor• 
.asset and customer 
value engines (pull 

model not push model) 

• Focus on the customers' requirements to drive our decisions rather than individual organisation
requirements;

• Effective decision making to achieve one agenda across the Corporation in alignment of group

and corporate objectives;

• Align end-to-end processes across the whole business;

• Clear accountabilities and decision making; and

• Enable systems and technology to support the provision of the P&T Services.
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3. Aroona Alliance

3.1 Background 

3.1.1 History and structure of the Aroona 

The Cor oration established the Aroona on 

!Clause 3 (1) I

The integrated alliance was established to provide water production and wastewater treatment 
operations, maintenance, asset management and minor works associated with major treatment 
plants, dams, bores and trunk mains (major pipes from sources to reservoirs) (P&T Services). The 
reference to integrated alliance indicates a significant number of personnel are contributed to the 
alliance by the Corporation. The structure of the Aroona is detailed in Figure 3 below: 

.... -- -------------- ----------- ------- ---1 

' ' 

' 

Water Corporation 
' 

' 

' 

' 

' 
' 

' 

' 

' ' 

i_ ________________ QW[IJtrJ?�rjfr;iP�TJ.Li Alliance Leadership Team 

Figure 3 - Aroona structure 

onaAllian 
(Aroona) 

___________ Non-owner Participant_ 

Arcana is governed by the terms of the alliance agreement. The Alliance Leadership Team (AL n
includes representatives from the Corporation ---!{----;t:�:J'> 3 1 ) 

Aroona is led by the Manager, who is supported by a number of sections as detailed in Figure 4 
below (figures in brackets indicate the number of employees in each area as at 26 July 2019 noting 
that the number of employees varies over time): 

Figure 4 - Aroona organisation chart 
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The majority of employees (almost 70%) are engaged in delivery of maintenance and op- Clause
�ber of corporate support functions directly employed by the Corporation, 3 (1)
-and seconded into Aroona. All of the employees of the Service Company are
engaged in Aroona.

The contribution of staff from the Corporation and Aroona is detailed in Table 3 below (as at
26 July 2019):

Entity I Number of employees 
Corporation 238 

Non-owner Participants 7 

Service Company 170 

Ancillary (contractors, agency and work experience staff) 17 

Total 432 

Table 3 - Aroona employees by employer 

The scope of P& T Services provided by Aroona has remained unaltered for the term of agreement.

Aroona trade employees are employed under an Enterprise Agreement.

Aroona is party to approximately 11 sub-contracts (i.e. the Corporation is not a party to these
contracts) and 11,739 purchase orders to support the delivery of the P&T Services. All these
contracts and procurement arrangements are arranged through the Corporation's Contract
Business Unit and the Procurement & Property Business Unit. The oversight of these
arrangements ensures the contracts and procurements are in accordance with the Corporation's
standards, procedures and policies.

3.1.2 Aroona (Service Company) ownership 

Aroona P& T Pty Ltd is an unincorporated joint venture between

3.1.3 Term of the agreement 

During the term of the agreement, a
!Clause 3 (1) I

The term of the agreement is 10 years to 1 July 2022, which can be extended for a period of a
further five years at the discretion of the Corporation.
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The Corporation must advise Aroona of its 

intention to allow the alliance to expire or extend the contract 18 months prior to the end of the 

term. 

3.1.4 Scope of Services 

Aroona has a significant scope of services for production and treatment assets across the 

metropolitan area. A high level summary of the extent of the assets managed and services 

provided by Aroona is detailed in Table 4 below. 

As can be seen from the table, the P&T Services are core to the Corporation, its metropolitan 

customers and many other stakeholders. 

Category 

Extent of assets 
managed and 
services provided 

Large asset base 
and type 

Risk 

9 

Attributes Comment 

• Value of assets managed is $3.8 billion • Includes key assets to manage our

• Approximately 12-15% of all Corporation demand and supply balance to 2060

assets (replacement value)

Water Characteristics of the assets are: 

• 205 sources of water • Highly complex operating plants

• 39 treatment plants • Integrated networks and systems

• 582 km of trunk mains • High relationship with most Corporation

Wastewater groups

• 14 treatment plants • Align relationship with regulatory

• 2 Advanced water recycling plants
requirements

• 4 Ocean outfalls

Under the Corporate Risk Register, Aroona has a significant role to play in the 
Aroona is currently the: Corporation's risk performance (refer to 

• Control owner and action owner of three Appendix A for details of the risks) 

'High' risks

• Action owner of one 'moderate' risk
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Category I Attributes I Comment 

Stakeholder 
impact 

• Safety

• Quality and aesthetics

• Health

• Supply

• Environmental

• Network reliability and capacity

• Shareholder dividend

• Regulatory and compliance

Table 4 - Scope of services 

10 

Aroona has significant impact on the 
Corporation's stakeholders 
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Clause 
6 (1) 

3.1.6 Aroona performance 

Aroona is delivering against the original alliance objectives. 

Performance of Aroona has been acceptable in terms of safety outcomes / improvements, strong 
in terms of service delivery effectiveness, historically strong on cost improvements (further gains 
more challenging), and historically acceptable on other areas, such as environment, customer and 
community. 

3.2 The need for change 

3.2.1 Operating model 

The operating model has been described in section 2.2. The current alliance does not fully align 
with the new operating model and is limited in several key aspects of the new model: 

• Does not enable full integration of the end to end processes within the Corporation, which is a
key requirement of the operating model;

• Is limited in its ability to enable a consistent whole of business approach to operations and
maintenance (in conjunction with regional operations) and provide integrated customer and
stakeholder management;

• A third party in the contractual arrangement does not permit a 'frictionless' application of
objectives to align the business and set simple clear accountabilities closer to the asset. In
addition, the contractual arrangement does not allow the asset management process to be
'data enabled' to drive performance and aligned for future digitisation as separate systems are
being maintained rather than a single common system;

• Has a current focus on short term asset management and operating costs rather than the
whole of life investment approach required by our vision;

• Reduces integration of process accountability and increases management and governance
inhibiting the Corporation's ability to manage safety, environment, customer alignment and
stakeholder management; and

• Reduces the ability of the Corporation to amalgamate P& T Services with water treatment and
wastewater treatment across the State. This limits the ability to share knowledge across the
complex treatment plants and re-build internal capability.
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The following comparison has been undertaken to determine the delivery options best placed to 

meet the five operating model principles: 

Option Principle Principle Principle Principle Principle 
One Two Three Four Five 

1. In-source all functions
• • • 

2. Extend current alliance with 2
NOPs () () () 

3. Change alliance to one partner
() a a 

4. MergeAroo
() a a with

Table 7 - Operating model principle comparison evaluation 

Key: • - very positive, " - positive, a - neutral, c, - negative and o - very negative
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From the evaluation above, option 1 is preferred. The in-sourced model would provide the 
opportunity for a holistic approach to regional and metropolitan service provision, including all 

water treatment and wastewater treatment assets, and centralised State-wide operational analytics 

and control. 

The in-sourced model would deliver significant value to the Water Corporation: 

Water cycle approach - over the last decade we have been at the forefront of responding to the 
impacts of climate change by introducing new and more complex water treatment technologies 
such as water recycling and desalination. To ensure we continue to provide climate resilient 
services to our customers, we are broadening our business even further by taking a fully integrated 
water cycle approach. This means moving away from the traditional linear water utility operating 
model of separate water, wastewater and drainage services and bringing these together to provide 
end to end value to customers. This approach will also ensure that social and environmental 
benefits are maximised throughout operations. In-sourcing Aroona, which operates some of our 
most critical water treatment and wastewater treatment facilities, is an essential step in building a 
more holistic approach to service delivery across the whole water cycle. 

Building people capability - throughout our operations, we are seeing technology and treatment 
plants become more and more advanced as we look to access a wider range of water supply 
options and provide improved customer and environmental outcomes. To support this ever 
expanding portfolio of complex assets, and to provide the necessary innovation to guide our future 
operations, we need to build and maintain a high-level of capability in-house rather than rely on 
expertise sitting outside our business in separate entities. lnsourcing Aroona will enable us to 
consolidate and build our capability and create an integrated State-wide water treatment centre of 
expertise to support our complex treatment facilities across all areas of our operations. In-sourcing 
also positions the Water Corporation to have full ownership and control over the long term 
innovation processes that impact planning, future investments and risk 

A key aspect of our new operating model is the need for 
absolute clarity in pursuit of our new objectives and consistency across our operations in our 
approach to achieving these. In-sourcing Aroona will simplify our service delivery model and 
ensure we have a direct line of sight from our objectives to our customers across the entire scope 
of our value chain. Greater direct control over the delivery of operations and maintenance State
wide will also provide improved consistency, transparency and learning opportunities across the 
full span of our operations. 

4.1.3 Evaluation against corporate objectives 

Each of the delivery options has also been evaluated against the corporation objectives to 
determine which is best placed to support their achievement. The corporate objectives are outlined 

in section 2.1 and the results of the evaluation are summarised in the table below: 
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Option Safety Cost & Value Environment Customer Community and 

1. In-source all functions
a 

2. Extend current alliance with 2
NOPs a 

3. Change alliance to one
a partner

a 

Table 8 --Corporate objective evaluation 

for Money Experience State Support 

• • • • 

C, ct ct ct 

a ct ct ct 

• a a ct 

Key: • - very positive, � - positive, <> - neutral, c:, - negative and o - very negative 

From the evaluation above, option 2 is preferred because: 

• Safety - Safety is paramount to all industrial organisations; therefore, all options have been

rated as delivering the same level of safety;

• Cost and Value for Money - There is a risk that in-sourcing may be a higher cost to an
alternative option as the Corporation may not have the internal ability for change and innovation

that a third party could bring. However, there will be substantial value generated through the
benefits of a fully integrated operations and maintenance business as defined through the new

operating model. This is expected to deliver value to customers through reduced costs from
optimised asset lifecycle management and optimised capital investment;

• Environment - The Corporation is responsible for the environmental impact of its operations

and, therefore, has created a culture and employee-mindset that emphasizes the importance of
immediately addressing any adverse events that impact the environment in alignment with the
Corporation's vision of Lowest Environmental Impact;

• Customer Experience - Removal of a third party interface will reinforce the quality standards

and reliable delivery of services to the Corporation's customers. Option 1 will provide the
opportunity for consistent interaction and engagement with stakeholders State-wide; and

• Community and State Support - Option 1 best aligns with the interests of the community and

government stakeholders. Customers rightly assume the Corporation is responsible for all
aspects of its water service delivery and operations and, therefore, expect the Corporation to
have a service delivery model that clearly aligns to its vision and operating model.

4.2 Delivery options conclusion 

Through the options assessment, option 1 provides greater alignment with the operating model 

principles and the corporate objectives than the other options considered. 

In summary, option 1 is preferred because in-sourcing Aroona provides significantly greater 

alignment with the new operating model. The in-sourced model would provide the opportunity for a 

holistic approach to regional and metropolitan service provision, including all water treatment and 

wastewater treatment assets, and centralised State-wide operational analytics and control. 
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5. Qualitative risk assessment
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5.2 Conclusion 

The qualitative risk assessment demonstrates there are no unmanageable risks associated with 

the preferred option 1. The key risks relate to the requirement to re-establish core competencies 

for process and treatment assets and challenges attracting the right resources into the future. 

The primary mitigants for these risks focus on strong leadership, development of staff and KPls to 

drive performance and the establishment of strong outreach efforts with external organisations to 

access best practices. 
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6. Financial evaluation

In the longer term, there will be substantial value generated through the benefits of a fully 
integrated operations and maintenance business as defined through the new operating model. This 
is expected to deliver value to customers through reduced costs from optimised asset lifecycle 
management and optimised capital investment. 
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7. Form of the preferred delivery option and transition

7 .1 Form of the preferred delivery option 

7.1.1 Introduction 

The Service Company is incorporated for the purposes of the providing work under the agreement 
and is not permitted to conduct any other business during the term of the agreement without the 
Corporation's consent. Essentially, the Service Company holds a significant proportion of the 
labour required to undertake the activities of the agreement. 

The Corporation has reviewed the options regarding the transfer of employees from the Service 
Company to the Corporation. Two options have been identified: 

• Acquire the Service Company legal entity-the Corporation would procure the legal entity of
the Service Company and continue to operate the Service Company until the employees are
transferred to new EAs Cor oration or s ecificall ne otiated .

• Create a new Business Unit within the Corporation and directly transfer all the
employees from the Service Company - a new Business Unit could be created within the
Corporation to transfer all the employees from the Service Company. The management
structure would need to be adapted to accommodate the em lo ees and the would be
employed under the Corporation's EA.

Further information is provided in Appendix C- Form of delivery option. 

7.1.2 Conclusion on form of delivery option 

Both of the options provided are valid. On balance, it is recommended that the employees are 
transitioned to the Corporation as a new Business Unit. This will achieve the following outcomes: 

• Mitigate the risk of industrial action as staff will not be aggrieved of operating within the same
entity under different terms and conditions than their colleagues

• Less likely to cause disruptions to customer service; and

• Enables the Corporation's management to build on a 'one organisation' culture and treat all
staff equitably, which is in line with the operating model.

7 .2 Transition 

The Corporation has undertaken analysis of the activities required to implement the preferred 
delivery option. This section of the business case details the key activities and risks associated 
with this preferred delivery option. 
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A range of activities have been identified to support the preferred delivery option. The activities 

have been grouped into categories. There are interfaces between the categories, which will be 

managed by the transition team. The categories are: 

• Assets - performance, operations and condition;

• Operations, maintenance and operational asset management;

• People and interface with the Corporation; and

• Data, systems and information.

Most of the activities are scheduled to commence in January 2020 following a forecast approval 

date of October (refer to Appendix D for details of the high level transition plan). These activities 

are detailed below including an indication of whether the activity occurs pre or post transition: 

7.2.1 Assets 

The goal is to ensure that the actual transaction follows the correct legal process as set out in the 

agreement and that the appropriate Corporation and Government governance frameworks are 

adhered to. 

Activity I Pre- I Post-
transition transition 

Audit of asset management plans for each metropolitan production and treatment ✓ 
asset 

Baseline assets to have: ✓ 

• Visibility of the current performance, capability and condition of assets; and

• Future performance - determine optimised and lowest whole of life cost.

Reliability and condition assessment and feeding this back to optimise the ✓ 
maintenance plan 

Delivery of equipment purchases, etc. plus operational support on capex projects at ✓ 
apex margins 

Maintenance prioritisation, scheduling and planning (particularly the integration into ✓ 
the operations of the plants) 

Direct delivery of TASP (activity based budget), aligned to Tiger Team budgeting ✓ 
process 

Minor Works Delivery Model (outside of alliances) ✓ 

Spares utilisation and co-ordination (including repair ability and critical spares) ✓ 

Coordination and benefits realisation of innovation via central group looking across ✓ 
business 

Table 12-Transaction activities-Assets 

7.2.2 Operations, maintenance and operational asset management 

Ensuring continuity of P& T Services as the operations transition from Aroona to the Corporation is 
integral to the process, as well as moving the Aroona staff and processes to the appropriate 

Corporation structure. 
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Activity 

Develop 'playbook' for safety management 

Reliability and condition assessment and feeding this back to optimise the 
maintenance plan 

Work pack development and quality requirements 

Direct business improvements to focus on reliability, efficiency, quality 

Process Managers to develop focused measures in annual plan, specific focus on 
asset management and whole of life costs 

Improve Minor Works Delivery Model 

Table 13-Transaction activities-People 

7.2.3 People and interface with the Corporation 

Pre- Post-
transition transition 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ ✓ 

✓ 

Managing the smooth transfer of the Arcana workforce onto the Corporation's payroll, under the 

same conditions as comparable Corporation employees, is the focus of this work stream. In 

addition, the staff will be on-boarded to the general Corporation systems and frameworks. 

Activity 

Competency assessments of Aroona employees 

Understanding of future required competency levels and numbers within the 
operating model and structure 

Assessment of labour optimisation across sites 

Bolster skills and resourcing within Operations Performance 

Identify the options of the Corporation or other company staff from Aroona to the 
Corporation as determined by operating model and organisation structure 

Table 14-Transaction activities-Procurement/ Property/ Contracts 

7.2.4 Data, systems and information 

Pre- Post-
transition transition 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

Ensuring continuity of data and information and transitioning this from Aroona to the Corporation is 

integral to the process, including the relevant systems. 

Activity 

Direct use of systems and processes, e.g. maintenance planning within SAP PM 

Master Data and data structure alignment to give improved reporting and budgeting 

Data normalisation to ensure transition of data into the Corporation's systems (e.g. 
SAP) and data structures is seamless 

Table 15 - Transaction activities -Operations 
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Pre- Post-
transition transition 

✓ 

✓ 

✓



7.3 Transition risks 

Several risks have been identified by stakeholders in relation to the transition. Table 16 below 
provides details of each of the key risks and the mitigating actions that will reduce the risk or 
eliminate it: IClaus,,e 6 (1) I 

I 
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8. Conclusion

Based on the analysis undertaken in this business case, the preferred option is to in-source the 

P&T Services currently provided by Arcana and terminate the agreement. 

8.1 Need for change 

The current alliance does not fully align with the new operating model and is limited in several key 

aspects of the new model: 

• Does not enable full integration of the end to end processes within the Corporation, which is a
key requirement of the operating model;

• Is limited in its ability to enable a consistent whole of business approach to operations and
maintenance (in conjunction with regional operations) and provide integrated customer and
stakeholder management;

• As a third party in the contractual arrangement does not permit a 'frictionless' application of
objectives to align the business and set simple clear accountabilities closer to the asset. In
addition, the contractual arrangement does not allow the asset management process to be
'data enabled' to drive performance and aligned for future digitisation as separate systems are
being maintained rather than a single common system;

• Has a current focus on short term asset management and operating costs rather than the
whole of life investment approach required by our vision;

• Reduces integration of process accountability and increases management and governance
inhibiting the Corporation's ability to manage safety, environment, customer alignment and
stakeholder management; and

• Reduces the ability of the Corporation to amalgamate P& T Services with water treatment and
wastewater treatment across the State. This limits the ability to share knowledge across the
complex treatment plants and re-build internal capability.

8.2 Options assessment 

The Corporation undertook an assessment to determine the likely applicable delivery options 

available to the Corporation for the Aroona scope of work. Four delivery options were considered: 

No. I Delivery option 

2 

3 

4 

In-source all services 

Extend the term of the current integrated Arcana alliance with two NOPs 

Integrated alliance with one technical and operations expert, like 
performance 

to focus on driving asset 

Group metropolitan production and treatment assets and PSDP and create a new alliance with 

Table 17 - Aroona delivery options 
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Through the options assessment, option 1 provides greater alignment with the operating model 

principles and the corporate objectives than the other options considered. 

The in-sourced model would provide the opportunity for a holistic approach to regional and 

metropolitan service provision, including all water treatment and wastewater treatment assets, and 

centralised State-wide operational analytics and control. 

8.3 Qualitative risk assessment 

The qualitative risk assessment demonstrates there are no unmanageable risks associated with 

the preferred option 1. The key risks relate to the requirement to re-establish core competencies 

for process and treatment assets and challenges attracting the right resources into the future. 

The primary mitigants for these risks focus on strong leadership, development of staff and KPls to 

drive performance and the establishment of strong outreach efforts with external organisations to 

access best practices. 

8.5 Form of delivery option and transition 

The Corporation has undertaken analysis of two options; acquire the Service Company legal entity 
or create a new Business Unit within the Corporation. Both options are valid. 

It is recommended that the employees are transitioned to the Corporation as the new Business 

Unit. This will be less likely to cause disruption to customer service and enable the Corporation to 

build a 'one organisation' culture with all staff treated equitably. 

The Corporation has undertaken analysis of the activities required to implement the preferred 
delivery option and determined these could be delivered over a six month timeframe. A qualitative 

risk assessment of the transition has been completed to identify key risks and mitigation measures. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A - Corporate risks managed by Aroona 

The following table provides a list of the corporate risks managed by Aroona: 

Insufficient water source 1 Water M Asset Action 
capacity to respond to demand source Planning owner ✓ 

Group 

Inadequate water supply 4 Water H Asset Control 
network reliability distribution Planning owner and ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Group action owner 

Inadequate wastewater 6 Wastewater H Asset Action 
conveyance network reliability collection Planning owner ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Group 

Inadequate wastewater 7 Wastewater H Asset Control 
treatment capacity and loss of treatment Planning owner and ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
disposal mechanisms and disposal Group action owner 

Dam failure 8 Secondary H Asset Control 
Planning owner ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Group 

Table 18 - Corporate risks managed by Aroona 
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Appendix B - Operating model principles detail 

The following is the list of operating model principles used to assess the five delivery models: 

• Principle One - Corporate objectives align the business by sending clear performance
direction and risk tolerance signals through the business to drive best value to customers:

o In-sourcing positions the Corporation to have direct line of reporting to all metropolitan
production and treatment functions, decision makers and full visibility and responsibility for

the end-to-end processes. This is likely to best support the principles aim of 'sending clear
performance direction and risk tolerance signals through the business to drive best value to
customers' rather than trying to achieve that outcome through an alliance. A third party

relationship may diminish Corporation's oversight of these processes and improvements;

o In-sourcing may improve the Corporation's knowledge and expertise of asset condition and
asset performance, a comment that was mentioned several times in the metropolitan

production and treatment delivery options review. The ability to drive digital change (remote
monitoring, automation, etc.) may also be improved if the assets, people and processes are
end-to-end within the Corporation and not disjointed in a third party;

• Principle Two - New assets separate from operating and maintenance to drive innovation to
new water paradigm. Better value from plan and delivery with sustaining capital decisions
traded against operating and maintenance for TotEx:

o In-sourcing positions the Corporation to have full ownership and control over the long term
innovation processes that impact planning, future investments and risk;

o The decisions to trade off early and possibly larger maintenance investment to improve

lowest whole of life asset cost will be more easily conducted with both long-term and short
term functions in-house;

• Principle Three - Operating & Maintenance Planning and Delivery Group are empowered to
make decisions closer to the customer and assets with the ability to adjust medium term plans
to improve outcomes:

o Change management to optimise assets via empowering decision making with the ability to
adjust medium term plans is likely to be more easily conducted with the operational asset
management and operation & maintenance function in-house;

o The Corporation would take direct responsibility for implementing the optimisation and step
change innovation that should deliver the desired objectives;

• Principle Four - Serve the customer and community maintains a similar integrated model to
today to continue improvements in customer experience:

31 

o Corporation bears the ultimate responsibility for the delivery of services to customers and
the community. This is reinforced in the revised vision where customers, community and
owner are core. In-sourcing the metropolitan production and treatment services will further
align the focus on customers and community by removing another governance layer (ALT)

and third-party contract (alliance agreement) that may dilute this vision;

o In-sourcing and having the decision makers reporting to the Executive will align decision
making to the organisation needs, rather than be interpreted differently by a third party with
a different commercial objective;
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• Principle Five - Corporate Services will be accountable for delivering the required services to
the core assets and customer value engines (pull model not a push model):

32 

o The Corporation's ability to manage corporate support services consistently across all core
business is greater when it has a direct relationship with those groups. An in-sourced

metropolitan production and treatment services would be supported directly from the
Corporation's corporate support services rather than have a separate support services

team. Efficiencies and effectiveness may also be increased through this delivery of

common corporate support services.
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Appendix C - Form of delivery option 

C.1 Introduction 

The Service Company is incorporated for the purposes of the providing work under the agreement 
and is not permitted to conduct any other business during the term of the agreement without the 
Corporation's consent. Essentially, the Service Company holds a significant proportion of the 
labour required to undertake the activities of the agreement. 

Within the agreement, there are constraints on the Service Company, such as: 
• The Service Company must remain wholly owned both beneficially and legally by - Clause 

during the term of the agreement; 3 ( 1 ) 
• 

• The Corporation, 
Company; 

is responsible for the management of the Service Company; 
is able to second employees into the Service 

• are permitted to use the assets of the Service Company but no 
assets of the Service Company are permitted to be transferred to any person; 

• The Service Company must not amend its memorandum or articles of incorporation without the
Corporation's consent;

• The Service Company must not create, permit, allow to exist or agree to any interest or
encumbrance of any of its assets and undertakings without the Corporation's consent; and

�----� 

4, Clau will have sole financial responsibility for the Service Company. 

The Corporation has reviewed the options regarding the transfer of employees from the Service 
Company in the event the Corporation in-sources Aroona's activities. Two options have been 
identified: 

1. Acquire the Service Company legal entity; and

2. Create a new Business Unit within the Corporation and directly transfer all the employees from
the Service Company.

A description of the two options and their advantages and disadvantages is described below. 

C.2 Acquire the Service Company entity 

Under this option, the Corporation would procure the legal entity of the Service Company and 
continue to operate the Service Company until the employees are transferred to new EAs 
(Corporation or specifically negotiated). This option would maximise future flexibility for the 
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4 

The main advantages of this option include: 

• The Corporation could establish the Service Company as its maintenance services entity and

potentially include other maintenance services currently conducted within the Corporation, or

could be sold, in the future;

• 

• Would enable the establishment of an operating model and performance regime that is suitable 
to an asset maintenance organisation; 

• 

• 

• Controlled by the Corporation so able to protect customer relationships and standards.

The main disadvantages of this option include: 

• Would create different employment regimes within the Corporation with the potential to

generate opportunities for workforce unrest if workers felt disadvantaged compared to their

peers;

• Could result in the workforce questioning the Corporation's future intentions - whether the

Business Unit could be sold or outsourced;

• Establishing different EAs to the Corporation's EA could be delayed by negotiations and

difficulties in obtaining Fair Work approvals;

• The Corporation's HR systems do not cater for differing employment regimes. Would require

systems modifications or to use the Service Company's HR system;

• 

• 

• 

C.3 Create a new Business Unit with employees from the Service Company 

This option involves the development of a new Business Unit within the Corporation to transfer all 

the employees from the Service Company. The management structure would need to be adapted 

to accommodate the employees, most likely within the Operations Group. The em lo ees would be 

employed under the Corporation's EA and operate as part of the Corporation. 
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C.4 Conclusion on form of delivery option 

Both of the options provided are valid. Acquiring the legal entity may create workforce unrest if the 
employment terms are materially different from the Corporation's terms and there is uncertainty 
associated with the Corporation's future intentions. 

Transitioning the employees from the Service Company to a new Business Unit is relatively easier 
and quicker than the other option. It will require complete transition to the Corporation's EA and 
would create a single workforce within the Corporation (one team). 

On balance, it is recommended that the employees are transitioned to the Corporation within the 
Operations Group as a new Business Unit. 
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• 

• 

• 
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Appendix D - High level transition plan 

37 

September 
Finalise Business Case 

T 
October 

November 
Communications with 
Aroona employees 

, June 2019 

Finalise Transition Plan 
including Communications 
Plan and briefing packs 

Board infonned of 
preferred direction for 

• Aroona following

"C 

(U 
C 
.... 

evaluation of options 

October 
Board approval to 
insource Aroona 

November 
Communications with 
unions 

�----- November 

!Clause 3 (1) 1---
� 
termination 
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